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Comment on “Selection of the Saffman-Taylor
Finger Width in the Absence of Surface Tension:
An Exact Result”

Mineev-Weinstein has asserted [1] discovery of
selection principle for Saffman-Taylor fingers withou
surface tension. He begins with Saffman’s exact tim
dependent finger solution,

zst, fd  tstd 1 s2l 2 1dif

1 2s1 2 ld logfeif 2 astdg ,

mapping the lower half plane inf to the fluid region.
As t ! `, the pole locationastd ! 1, and this solution
approaches a steady finger of fractional widthl.

He considers perturbations that replace theif term by
logseif 2 ed; if e is small then this is a uniformly small
perturbation on the interface. An exact solution may b
written in whichestd depends on time but the coefficient
are constant. Ast ! `, estd ! 1 and the two logarithms
merge, giving a steady finger of widthl0  1

2 . This “pole
dynamics” and the exact solutions for fingers that chan
width have long been known [2].

That this class of solutions does not express any sel
tion mechanism may easily be seen by the following arg
ment: It is equally valid to replace only a fractionb of the
if term, changing

if ! s1 2 bdif 1 b logseif 2 ed .

As t ! `, the solution with this perturbed initial data will
tend to an asymptotic finger of widthl0  l 2 bsl 2
1
2 d. The special caseb  1, l0  1

2 , is distinguished by
vanishing of the coefficient multiplyingif, but presence or
absence of an analytic term has no particular significan

Mineev-Weinstein further considers replacingif byPN
k1 dk logseif 2 ´kd with

P
dk  1; since allek ! 1

as t ! `, this perturbation also leads to a finger wit
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l  1
2 . But just as above, these perturbations are a ve

special subclass. Even ignoring the equally dense se
perturbations for which singularity occurs in an arbitraril
short time, Mineev-Weinstein’s claim that the finger wit
l  1

2 is a nonlinear attractor is meaningless.
There is a wide variety of evidence to support th

essential role of singular perturbations such as surfa
tension in finger width selection. If surface energy
anisotropic, then as its magnitude vanishes the limiti
finger widths can be very narrow [3], very wide [4], o
very complicated [5]. Thin film effects of vanishingly
small magnitude select fingers of width different than1

2
[6]. Detailed analysis [7] has shown that arbitrarily sma
surface tension can have important effects over ord
one times even for solutions with small curvatures. A
of these results contradict Mineev-Weinstein’s claim th
finger width selection can be explained in a model witho
surface tension.
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